
Portfolio in 
the Making
Designed by Maria Navarro



Editorial Layout
The idea was to create an edito-
rial layout for a graphic design 
article. I wanted something that 
reflected more traditional edito-
rial magazines with classic type-
setting. For the title I used a 
modern typeface that reinforces 
the traditional design elements I 
wanted to include.

• InDesign
• Photoshop







I designed album art for a singer 
by the name of Olivia Rodrigo. I 
spent a lot of time listening to her 
music and pulling inspiration 
and bringing it into my photog-
raphy. My goal was to give the 
design an overprint effect by 
layering the same image offset 
and over top the first image. I also 
added some illustration work on 
the front and back cover that I 
created in Photoshop.

• photoshop
• illustrator

Album Cover





Digital Ad
Here I made a digital invita-
tion for a club at Chemeketa 
Community College. The ad 
was for a special event with a 
guest speaker. The imagery 
came from the VC club and 
the design elements as well as 
typesetting was all done by me.

• indesign





This logo was done for a textbook 
publisher. I wanted a simplis-
tic design that was inviting and 
professional. I hand render the 
logo. I designed the logo specif-
ically to work on a book spine 
however, I also created a full 
signature that will work well for 
other projects and promotions.

• illustrator

Campus Press Logo







Program Symbols
My team and I created an icon set 
based on way-finding systems 
found on college campuses. The 
icons needed to be simple  and 
recognizable. We achieved this 
goal by keeping only one symbol 
for each icon and maintaining a 
bold outline throughout.

• Illustrator

Program symbols team: Israel torres, Maria Navarro







Calypso is an established lemon-
ade brand, however, I redesigned 
their logo and labels. I wanted 
a bit of a softer look, so I used 
pastel colors. For the logo I used 
a fun typeface that I felt fit well 
with my overall idea and design.

• illustrator

Lemonade Label





Pronoun Campaign
A campaign Mockup created to 
encourage others to recognize 
the importance of pronouns. I 
created the background design 
elements just using organic 
shape and line. I changed 
blending modes to multiply for 
depth. I then used a typeface 
that fit well with my campaign.

• Illustrator







Sweet stuff is a brand/logo I 
created recently. The look I was 
going for was fun and whimsy 
because it’s a brand that sells 
sweets. I hand-rendered all 
elements including type. I 
wanted a soft look so I rounded 
the corners and kept my color 
palette light and cute.

• illustrator

Sweet Stuff Logo







Thank You!
Any questions or comments?


